August 9, 2019

Hon. Darcie Tokioka, Acting Secretary
Postal Regulatory Commission
901 New York Avenue NW, Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20268-0001

Dear Ms. Tokioka:

In connection with the Commission’s rules pertaining to periodic reports, 39 C.F.R. § 3050, I am submitting the following reports today:

(1) National Trial Balance, June 2019; and

(2) Statement of Revenue and Expenses, June 2019.

These reports are being uploaded to the Public Periodic Reports folder on the United States Postal Service Secure Large File Transfer Web Application portal (USPS SLFT), for public disclosure in redacted form. Most of the information has been disclosed; however, the values for a small percentage of accounts have been deleted. I have also uploaded complete, unredacted versions of these reports to the Non-Public Periodic Reports folder on USPS SLFT. The unredacted versions should not be posted publicly.

Pursuant to 39 C.F.R. § 3007.201(c), the Postal Service incorporates by reference and relies upon the “Application of the United States Postal Service for Non-Public Treatment of Materials,” which transmitted the corresponding reports for June, 2018. This application describes the information withheld and presents the justification for withholding the redacted materials.

Best regards,

/s/

Sean C. Robinson
Attorney, Pricing and Product Support

Enclosures
cc: Ms. Taylor

1 Letter from Maria W. Votsch to Hon. Stacy L. Ruble, Attachment 1 (August 9, 2018).